
extra increase with the thickness is in agreement with the measure -

ments, and is the most direct way in which the tails of the scat '
tering distribution reveal themselves with the present techniqu e

The measurements on the 0 .61 mg/cm 2 beryllium foil cor -
respond to values of x between 0 .9 and 2 .8 . These values belo n
to the transition region in which neither the classical nor the Bor n

approximation is valid, but since the two approximations joi-

smoothly, one should still expect them to give approximatel
correct values for the half-widths if only n is large enough t
make the logarithm slowly varying . This is so in the present cas e
since n is of the order of 1.0 3 . In accordance with this large valu e
of n, the measured and calculated values of a1 appear to agre e
somewhat better than for the gold and copper foils . The remaining

discrepancy can probably be accounted for in terms of th e
uncertainty in the estimate of the effects of the atomic electro n

Considering the approximations involved, the results of th e
experiments thus seem to be in good accord with the theory o f
the compound scattering, both as regards the absolute values o f

the scattering angles and their dependence on the different para -
meters . It may be noted that the dependence of on the energ
of the particles in the region investigated appears to be a littl e

less strong than corresponding to the theoretical 1 /E law .

In conclusion I wish to thank Professor NIE.LS Boxn for hi s

kind interest and for the good working conditions offered at hi s

institute. I am, furthermore, indebted to "The Ole Rømer Foun-

dation" for the donation of a grant .
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Introduction .

lome years ago the total charges of fission fragments leaving
1J a uranium surface were determined by measurements of th e
+urvature of the paths which were described by the fragment s
m the magnetic field of the cyclotron. The most frequent value s
,f the charges were found to be 20 and 22 s for the light and
heavy fragment, respectively (1,2 ) . Later, the specific ionizatio n
f n v the fragments along the range was measured in severa l
gases(3,', s> From the latter measurements the effective charges

were calculated by means of the stopping formula given b y
BOHR ( 6 ) . They were found to have absolute values agreeing
quite well with the observed total charges, but the light fragment

was found to have the higher effective charge in contrast to th e

result of the deflection measurements, which clearly showed that
it has the lower total charge . . From the values of the specifi c

ionization it was indicated that the effective charge of the light
Fragment might be slightly higher in hydrogen than in heavier

gases, but this result was rather uncertain . It was therefore

decided to measure the total charges in hydrogen and other gase s
h means of the deflection method .

These experiments, which will be described in the presen t

1 per, have yielded very interesting results l . It is found that the
I n rges in gases are functions of the gas pressure, a result which

I d not been foreseen, but which may be readily explained as
result of a competition between radiation and loss of electrons

an excited states in the fragment ions . At least at low pressure s
charges are much smaller than the charges in solid materials ,

lad which enables us to estimate the order of magnitude of the

' A short account of the main results was given in a recent note in The Phy-
al Review ( 7 ).
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cross-section for electron capture by the fragments in gases .
Furthermore, the experimen s show that in gases the light fra,_

ment has a higher charge than the heavy fragment opposii r

to what is the case in solids, removing in this respect ti n
discrepancy between the effective and the total charges .

In the following a short description of the experimental tech
nique will be given in Chapter I . In Chapter II the results obtain e
in gases at low pressure will be presented ; Chapter III deals wi
a few measurements of the charges in solids, and Chapter 1 \

with the measurements in gases at higher pressures leading to th

variation of the charges with pressure .

Chapter I . Experimental Technique .

§ 1 . Apparatus .

In Fig. I. (1) denotes the brass wall of the acceleration chamb f
of the cyclotron . (2) is a stud consisting of a 3-inch copper tu b
and a flange, on which the actual deflection apparatus is mounted .

The apparatus consists of two chambers ; the inner chambers
which may be called the deflection chamber, is limited b y
brass disk (3), a 5-inch copper tube (4), a flange (5), a 3-inc h

brass tube (6), a brass plate (7), and a copper pyramid (8 )

Outside the top of the pyramid four cooling tubes run, to whic h
a beryllium plate (9) is soldered. (1.0) indicates the position o f

the Dees and the figure furthermore indicates an 8-MeV deutero n

beam hitting the beryllium plate, which thus acts as a stroll
neutron source. Inside the pyramid, close to the top a mie s

sheet (11) carrying a uranium layer is placed ; the layer is ma d

by evaporation in vacuo in a special chamber . (12) is a eli )

made by two brass knives held by the brass plate (13), whie i

is supported on a movable slide (not shown in the figure) and

can be operated from outside by means of the rod (14), agains

which it is pressed by a spring . The bellow (15) permits bd

rod to be moved about 25 mm in a direction along its axi s
the position of the rod and therefore of the slit can be read ü

an outside scale with an accuracy of 0 .1 mm .
In the brass disk (3) is cut a second slit (16), but this slit ü

covered by a thin mica foil fastened to the disk by means

ilhiezon wax, so that no gas can penetrate into the deflection
chamber from the second chamber . This outer chamber is mad e

1o e m

Fig. 1 . Experimental apparatus .

if a 5-inch copper tube (17) and a brass plate (18) ; it contains
in ionization chamber, the two electrodes of which are mounte d
ni the brass plate (19) by means of insulating supports (not
shown) . One of the electrodes (20) is simply a brass plate, whil e

' A

-400 volts to amplifier
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the second electrode (21) is formed as a box surrounding th e
former. The fission fragments enter the ionization chambe r
through a slit in the second electrode ; in order not to destro y
the electric field this slit is covered by a gold foil 0 .18 mg per cm' :
Before entering the ionization chamber the fragments mus t
traverse the gas in the deflection chamber, the mica window ,
and the gold foil . The ionization chamber is filled with pure argo n
to such a pressure (60-130 mm of Hg), that the fragments are
brought to rest inside the chamber, the pressure being chosen
the lower, the higher the pressure in the deflection chamber is .
Free electrons are collected on the positive electrode, and th e
pulses are amplified by a four stage linear amplifier ; the recording
instrument is a cathode-ray oscillograph and a continuousl y
moving film. For further details, see ref .s (1) and (3) .

The fragments coming out of the uranium layer will mon

in curved paths due to the magnetic field of the cyclotron ; the y
must pass through the slit (12) and through the mica windoL
in order to reach the ionization chamber . Hence, for a certai n
position of the slit only fragments with a proper He value will
be recorded ; the dotted line in the figure shows the possibl e
path of some of the fragments . In most experiments the breadt h
of the uranium layer was 0 .7 mm ; the widths of the slit and th e
mica window were 0 .7 and 2.1 mm, respectively, the beam of
fragments determined by the layer and the slit just filling out th e
window. The height of the layer was 20 mm, that of the windo` d
60 mm . In a few cases explicitly mentioned in the following ri

slightly different geometry was used .

The deflection chamber can be exhausted by a mechanica l
pump or by connecting it to the cyclotron vacuum through a s

outer tube . It is connected to two McLeod manometers wi t
ranges 10-4-10-1 and 10-2-10 +2 mm of Hg, respectively. Whe n
the chamber is closed the pressure rise will be smaller tha n
10-s mm per hour. The chamber is furthermore connected tu a
glass tube which during all experiments were cooled in liqu i

air, except the experiments with xenon, in which the liquid ai r

was replaced by solid carbon dioxyd in alcohol .

§ 2 . General procedure .

The experiments were usually carried out in the following way :
The slit (12) was put in a proper position and the fragment s

were recorded for some twenty minutes . Afterwards the slit wa s
aoved sideways in steps twice its own breadth and for each
'usition the fragments were recorded for about the same time .
Vhen the slit had reached a position where only few fragment s
irrived at the ionization chamber it was moved the opposit e
;ay, now being placed at positions halfway between the earlier

-6 0

-40

20

	

40

	

60Me V

Fig . 2 . Energy distribution of fragments having traversed 0 .79 mg/cm2 of mic a
and 0 .25 mg/cm 2 of aluminum.

Positions, and so on . The neutron dose was measured by mean s
of a boron lined ionization chamber, placed near the cyclo-
tron, and a current integrater .

On the recording films the pulses were counted and thei r
sizes were measured . Fig. 2 shows the pulse size distribution
obtained by adding up the results from all recording films in a
certain experiment . As will be seen, it is possible by means o f
the pulse sizes to distinguish between pulses due to fission
fragments and to background caused by y-rays and neutrons .
Furthermore, the two groups of fragments can be roughly separ-
ated from each other by identifying fragments of sizes higher o r
lower than 34 MeV with the light or the heavy group, respectively .

The distribution in Fig . 2 was obtained with a 1 mm uranium
layer, a 1 mm slit, and a 3 min window ; the uranium layer was

P

-zo
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rather thin (cs. 0.2 mg/cm2) and it was mounted in a way slightl y
different from that shown in Fig . 1 so that the observed fragmen t

were emitted normally from the surface . In most of the e A

periments, where uranium layer and slit were only 0 .7 mm a n

the window 2 mm, the. layer was chosen much thicker (0 .6-

0 .8 mg/cm2) and it was placed in the way shown in order I i

give a sufficient yield . The fragments reaching the ionizatinr.

chamber traversed the layer obliquely, the paths making angl e

of about 45° with the normal . For these reason the spread in pulse

sizes was somewhat greater and the valley between the two peal ,

ments, the distribution curve gives a rough picture of the chat

	

r .5
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Fig. 3 . Typical pulse size distribution curve . Abscissa : Pulse size in arbitrar
units . Ordinate : Number of fragments, The present curve was obtained wi t
helium at a pressure of 12 .1 mm in the deflection chamber . The thicknesses o
mica window and gold foil were 0 .58 mg/cm2 and 0.18 mg/cm 2, respectively
The upper half of the fragments, e . g. fragments corresponding to pulses high .
than 33 are regarded as belonging to the light group, the lower half correspondi n

to pulses between 12 and 32 to the heavy group .

on the distribution curve was not so deep . Consequently, the dividing;

line between the two groups was not very well-defined and, hence

in stead of using the curve to determine this line, it was simp l

obtained by dividing the total number of fragments into tw i

equal parts. Fig . 3 shows a typical pulse size distribution cul'v e

The results of the counting were plotted in a diagram giving'

the number of fragments as a function of the displacement o f

the slit . As an example the distribution of the deflection of frag

ments having passed a thin layer of beryllium is shown in Fig.

From the diagram the most frequent deflection values for ti n

light and heavy fragment are found to be 13 .0 ± 0 . 3

13 .9 + 0 .3 mm, respectively . The deflection as measured by 1h

displacement a of the slit is proportional to
e

0) , and since m f

does not vary much among the fragments (about ± 10 per cen t

from the mean valued)) and is the same for both groups of fral

f8
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28

	

J O

-4 . Deflection of fission fragments from a layer of uranium (0 .7 mg/cm 2)
Bred by a layer of beryllium (0 .1 mg/cmz) . Abscissa : Displacement a of sli t

e
mm. a = const .x	 . Ordinate : Number of fragments for equal neutron doses .

mu
Open circles : Light fragment . Full circles : Heavy fragment .

istribution . The scale, given by e = 1 .7 X a, is shown in the
;ure ; it has been calculated from the known magnetic fiel d
id its variation along the radius of the cyclotron and wa s
iecked by means of ThC' a-particles in the same way as in th e
firlier experiments (l) . The scale is not the same as earlier ,
'cause the magnetic field is about 20 per cent . higher, the cyclo-
on now being operated at a higher deuteron energy . The most
cquent charges are found to be 22 and 23.5 s for the light and
cave fragment, respectively .

Chapter II . Results in Gases at Low Pressure.

§ 1 . General remarks .

The deflection distribution obtained from uncovered uraniu m
A. vacuum in the deflection chamber (p cv 10-3 mm) is similar
that shown in Fig . 4 ; the peaks lie at displacement values
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11 .8 and 13 .0 mm for the light and heavy group, respectivel': .

But when the deflection chamber is filled with a gas to a he ,

pressure the deflection curve is considerably changed . Figs . :

6, 7, 8, and 9 show examples of the distributions obtained ; tir

Fig . 5 . Deflection distribution with 0 .06 mm H Q in the deflection chamber.

differences between these and the curve in Fig . 4 are rather out -

standing .

Firstly, the light fragment suffers higher deflection than the

heavy fragment, which means that in gases the former has th e

Fig. 6 . Deflection distribution with 0 .67 mm Ha in the deflection chamber ,

higher charge, opposite to what is the case in uranium, as wa s

already mentioned in the Introduction .

Secondly, at not too low pressures the deflection curve s

much narrower than those shown in Fig. 4. On the figures it ins '

be followed, how the width of the curves decreases with ii '

creasing pressure ; a minimum width is reached for pressures e

1 1

bout 1 min argon or 10 mm hydrogen, and for higher pressure s
e width is constant within the limits of error . This width i s
ightly greater than the width caused by the geometrical arrange -
lent . As seen, the curve for the heavy group reaches the minimum

zoo-

100-

6

Fig . 7. Deflection distribution with 3 .8 mm H, in the deflection chamber.

n-idth for a lower pressure than does the curve for the light
group .

The difference between the widths found with vacuum an d
sith a gas in the deflection chamber may be understood by th e
' llnwing considerations . Suppose for a moment that we had a
homogeneous group of fragments with definite values of m, v ,
nrl z, and that the geometry were infinitely good . Since the

charge e is determined by a balance between capture and los s
of electrons, it will not be constant along the path, but fluctuations
rl one or more electronic charges will occur . But when the
pressure in the deflection chamber is sufficiently high, so tha t
many interchanges of charge take place along the path traverse d
inside the chamber, the deflections will be determined merely b y
he mean charge, and the fluctuations will have no influence o n

d
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the shape of the deflection curve . However, for p = 0, Mat t

no interchanges of charge takes place in the deflection ch .atubc i

the charge distribution at a definite point of the range will h

obtained ; this distribution is determined by the number of possih b

e-values and the probability with , which they occur . Hence, fo

h,arly seen from Fig . 10, which, gives the most frequent value s
t the deflection a, as obtained from the deflection curves, plotte d
livst the pressure of argon in the deflection chamber . As
Cady mentioned, a is approximately proportional to e ; th e

locity decrease for a pressure of 4 mm argon is about two

zoo -
a

14 -

a a

Fig . S .

	

Fig .9 .

Fig. S . Deflection distribution with

	

Fig . 9 . Deflection distribution wit l

10 .7 mm H 2 in the deflection chamber .

	

0 .9 mm A in the deflection chambe r

reasonably high pressures we shall expect the curves to be sharp ,

while for p 0 they give the distribution of the charges of frag

ments emerging from solids . The fragments are not homogeneous ;

and the geometry is rather imperfect, and for both reasons th ë

curves are considerably broadened ; nevertheless, since the dif;

ference between the curves is so large, the curves for p = 0 m

be . taken as a rather' good picture of the charge distributio

caused by the fluctuations .

A third difference between the curves in Fig. 4 and those i q

the following figures is, that the absolute values of the charges a i

much smaller for higher pressures than for p = 0 . As seen from

Figs . 5-9 the deflection decreases with increasing pressure nlu :

strongly for the heavy than for the light fragment. This is mot
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lb . 10a and b . Most frequent deflection a in mm plotted against the pressure
argon in the deflection chamber . Open circles : Light fragment . Full circles :

Heavy fragment .

et cent ., which in the present connection may be neglected .
lHie approximate scale of e is given to the left in the figure . As
seen, e decreases from about 21 e for p = 0 to about 15 e for

0 .5 mm A and then remains nearly constant ; the increas e
nthe ordinates of the curves for increasing p-values will b e
iscussed later .

§ 2 . Mean free path ,le for electron capture in argon .

From the curves in Fig . 10 we can roughly estimate the
tl'ective cross-sections for electron capture a e for the two frag -

monts . At zero pressure the charges are determined by equilibrium

efween capture and loss of electrons in the passage of the frag -
wilts through the uranium layer. At a pressure of about 0 .5 mm

ni . higher the charges are determined by the equilibrium in th e
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gas . At the intermediate pressures the rate of decrease of tl r

deflection is determined by the rate, with wich the charges a r

changed due to capture of electrons in the gas . Suppose 9 0

pressure is increased from zero to such a magnitude that ti »

mean free path A for capture is, for instance, 50 mm ; then

taking into account the inhomogenuity of the magnetic field ar m

the statistical distribution of the capture processes the decrea .

of the most frequent deflection may be calculated to be 1 .4 mi l

Similar calculations in which Mr . N . BRENE has kindly assiste

have been made for other A-values ; the resulting curves have ti p

shapes indicated in Fig. 10 . By fitting together the calculat e

curves and the experimental points the mean free paths f a

capture, related to atmospheric pressure, for the light and heav y

fragment, respectively, are estimated to be A l C = 0.003 mm and

22, = 0 .0004 mm .
It must be emphasized that these figures should only [I F

regarded as rough estimates giving the correct order of magnitud e

By the estimation we have made two simplifying assumptio n

firstly, the probability for loss of electrons has been complete] :

neglected and secondly, we have arbitrarily assumed that thi

capture probability is independent of the instantaneous char ge

From the charge distribution curve in Fig . 4 charge values mrw

than 5 s higher than the equilibrium charge are seen to be ran

hence it must necessarily be deduced that for such highly charge

r . 5

etical point of view we have no reason to expect the same la w
o hold for fission fragments and, since the assumptions men-

ioned above might give different orders of approximation fo r

he two fragments, the value found for
A2

cannot claim an y
treat accuracy' .

	

A r C

§ 3. le in other gases .

In an early experiment, when only the higher range McLeo d
manometer was in operation, and when therefore . the pressur e
n the deflection chamber could not be measured very accurately ,
sut was estimated to be 0 .02 mm of atmospheric air, the most
requent values of the deflections were found to be 10 .1 and

11 .3 mm for the heavy and. light fragment, respectively . From
these values in connection with the deflection values for p =
1 .11-3 mm the mean free paths for capture are found to be nearly
the same as in argon .

In hydrogen a complete series of measurements was made ,
as seen in Fig . 11 . The mean free paths for capture in hydroge n
are found to be 21 , = 0 .09 min and 22c = 0,002 mm, value s
which are much higher than the values in argon and air . Also ,
the difference between the cross-sections for the two fragment s
i, much greater in hydrogen than in the heavier gases ; the rati o

is in hydrogen found to be 0 .02 as compared with the valu ei s
0 .13 in argon, and although both ratios may be considerably i n
error, the great difference may indicate a stronger velocity depen -
lcnce of the capture cross-section in hydrogen than in argon .

Since the cross-sections in hydrogen are so much smaller
than those in heavier substances, it is obvious that the purity o f
the hydrogen plays a very great-role. If the hydrogen gas contains
b- per cent . air one would get the above value of A l c even if the
ï .apture cross-section in hydrogen was vanishingly small ; 20 per
cent . air would be required to account for the observed value o f

The hydrogen was taken from a steel tank, which accordin g
the manufactory contained hydrogen of a purity higher than

A closer theoretical treatment of the capture and loss phenomena includin g
also amore accurate estimate of the cross-sections for the processes will be give n
m a forthcoming paper by N . Boar and J . LINDHARD in the "Mat . Fys. Medd . "
of t' e. Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters, Copenhagen .

fragments ac »» al . In the equilibrium the cross-sections for captw z

and loss are equal, and for all charge values in question v t

therefore have c r,> al . In view of the large difference between Or

starting values of the charges and the equilibrium charges it m .a

be justified in the first approximation to neglect ai when tai l

culating the beginning of the curves in Fig . 10 .

The values of Ac given above correspond to cross-sections n

the order of magnitude 10-16 cm 2 , which agree with theoreti ç

estimates given by BOHR (6) . It may also be remarked that th

heavy fragments has much the highest cross-section, which é

in accordance with the smaller velocity . As a curiosity may l i

5 . s

mentioned that we find -ic =
vil

= 0.13, and that

a-particles RUTHERFORD (s) has shown that Ac is just proportio n

to v56 in the velocity range considered ; however, from a the(

15
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99 .9 per cent. Before each experiment the deflection chamb e

was thoroughly exhausted and filled with the gas at least th n

times . At the beginning of the experiment the gas may therefo r

be expected to contain less than 0 .1 per cent . impurities. Duri u

the working time of about 5 hours the pressure rise of the in .
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Figs. 11 a and b . Most frequent deflection a in mm plotted against the pressur e
hydrogen in the deflection chamber .

purities may amount to 0 .005 mm . Thus for the pressure

p 1.65 mm, which is significant for the determination of Al , t h

impurities at the end of the experiment should be small

than 0 .4 per cent ., and consequently the influence of the impuril i

on the value of .1 1e is negligible . For p = 0.28 mm, a pres .

which is of importance for the determination of 22c we im

expect the impurities at the end of the experiment to be smalli:

than 2 per cent . ; also in this case the influence of the impuritp

is negligible .
In helium no direct measurements of the mean free path

have been carried out. The deflections have only been measure

for relatively high pressures (2 mm and higher), but from tiles 'i

measurements it is indicated, in qualitative accordance with thee i

that Al is smaller than in hydrogen by at least a factor of 2 oi

4 4. The equilibrium charges in gases at low pressure .

Since the curves in Fig . 10b for higher p-values are no t
±> actly horizontal, the minima on the curves may be taken t o
epresent the equilibrium charges at the lowest pressures . In the
iresent treatment it has, however, been chosen to extrapolat e
he linear parts of the curves backward to intersection with th e
is p = 0 and to define the equilibrium charges correspondin g

e zero pressure as the ordinates of the intersection points . The
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2 . The equilibrium charges in various substances plotted against the nuclea r
charge of the stopping atoms .

lillerente between the values so defined and the minimum value s
quite small in all cases except one, the charge of the light

r<<gment in hydrogen. In this case the difference becomes larger ,
hccause a rather high pressure is needed to give " equilibrium" ;
the extrapolation is shown in Fig . 11 and in Fig . 17 .

Fig . 12 gives the equilibrium charges in various gases (the two
h>wer curves) . Leaving hydrogen out of account e seems to increase
ith z for small atomic numbers ; it reaches a maximum for argo n

Ind decreases slightly for higher z-values . The points for H 2 lie
cissiderably higher than would be expected from an extrapolation

,,f the rest of the curves ; thus, although the charges in H2 are not
niu .ch higher than in the heavy gases, e 2 on the contrary bein g

ni er than in most of the gases, they may in a certain sense b e
,aid to be rather high. For both fragments the charge is con-
~iderably higher in H 2 than in He .

J1an .M at.Fys. Redd . 2G, no . 5 .
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It is satisfactory that the difference e l - e2 is higher in b

than in A, because it is in accordance with the results for t i

effective charges already referred to o). It is also in conformi t

with the larger relative difference between Rie and ;.2 , in hydroge t

§ 5. The variation of the charges along the path .

In Fig. 13 is shown the result of some measurements in fl

in which a mica foil tested for homogenuity by means of mor e

chromatic light and of thickness 0 .47 mg/cm 2 covered the uranium

a
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Fig . 13 . Deflection of fragments having traversed a mica foil plotted again s
pressure of hydrogen in the deflection chamber .

layer . The ordinate is the deflection a, which is proportiona l

e , but here my is not the same for the two fragments, sinc e
niv
they have been slowed down in unequal ratios . As the fragmeuit

traverse the mica foil in a direction making an angle of near ]

45° with the normal, the effective thickness is 0 .66 mg/cm 2, whi t

according to the previous paper(3) corresponds to 0 .47 cm

argon . Using the range velocity relation given in the mentiol ,

paper it is found that vi = 0 .83- v l and v2 = 0 .73-v 2 , v1 an .

v2, being the velocities of the fragments having passed the miff

foil, and v l and v 2 being the initial' velocities . Using these valu

one gets from Fig. 13 for the equilibrium charges ei = 13 .

and e2 = 9 .0 e . The charges at the surface of the mica foil ?r

18.8 e and 17 .2 e for the light and heavy fragment, respective ]

Since the two curves in Fig . 13 are parallel down to a pressur

of 2 mm, while the corresponding curves in Fig . 11 b are . oii

1 9

parallel down to about 6 mm it is seen that the rate of decreas e
of the deflection of the light fragment is the higher for the slower
fragments, e . g . that tie corresponding to the velocity v1 is smaller
than R 1C corresponding to the initial velocity, a result, which

should also be expected . An attempt to estimate the ratio tie

A le
has been made by means of the curves denoted 0, 3, 6, and 9 ,

e
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1g . 14 . The charges in H 2 and A as functions of the path d traversed . Circles and
triangles correspond to H 2 and A, respectively . d is given in mm of argon .

here for instance curve 3 corresponds to a value
(41 3
w11 . As seen, the A.-values determined on the previously

mentioned basis seem to vary with a high power of the ve-
locity .

Similar measurements in argon indicate that also in this ga s
for fragments having passed the mica foil is smaller than

he initial value . The equilibrium charges are found to be e l =
13 .7 e and e'2 = 10.4 E .

In Fig. 14 the charges in hydrogen and argon are plotted
against the path d traversed by the fragments ; d is given in mm
of argon . The dotted lines 1 and 2 are drawn proportional to

and v2, respectively, and, as seen, the charges vary nearl y
2 *

f2

f0

6 8 -

6 -
d

R le =
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proportional to v in agreement with theory(6) . In fact, the'.

relation e N v holds within the limits of error except for th

light fragment in argon, which shows a slightly more slow''. '

variation of e .

8 .810

	

r . 5

Chapter III . The Charges in Solid Materials .

From the preceding it is known that the charges are mu (

lower in the various gases than in uranium. In order to examir

whether this difference originates in the difference in z-value, ,

or in the difference between the gaseous and the solid states, som

experiments were carried out in which the uranium layer wa

covered by a thin layer of another metal . The metal was deposited

on the uranium layer by evaporation in vacuo . By the actutil

deflection measurements the pressure in the deflection chamber

was kept at 10-3 mm, but for each metal was afterwards measure d

a curve with about 1 mm argon in the chamber. With vacuu m

in the chamber deflection curves were obtained, which wer e

similar to those obtained from uncovered uranium, but slight s

displaced against higher e-values . With argon in the chambe'

the deflection curves were found to be nearly identical to th e

earlier measured curves for argon . The results are summarize d

in Table 1 .
Neglecting the decrease of velocity in the covering media ti i

TABLE 1 .

must frequent charges given in Fig. 12 are obtained . They are seen
to be markedly higher in the lighter substances than in uranium .

However, a priori a slight possibility might exist that th e
higher deflections for the lighter materials were caused by th e
slowing down of the fragments, since nothing was known with

certainty about the variation of e along the path in thesemy
materials . In order to exclude this possibility a series of' measure -

C

f6 -

f4 -

f2 -

fo -
d
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15b . The charges in aluminium as functions of the thickness of the aluminiu m
absorber .

fragments traverse the absorber obliquely . The abscissae correspond approxi-
ely to the path traversed measured in mm of argon . Squares and triangle s

refer to mica, see text .

rits was performed with aluminium absorbers of various
cknesses . In this series the geometry was slightly altered ; the
dths of uranium layer and slit were 1 .0 mm, that of the window
mm. The two thinnest aluminium absorbers were made b y
cessive evaporation in vacuo ; the other absorber thicknesses

l e obtained by additional aluminium foils . The result is shown
in Fig. 15a from which it is seen beyond any doubt, that th e
charges are higher in Al than in U.

'. The fragments traverse the layer obliquely .

2 Another geometry .
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Fig.15a. Deflections of fragments in aluminium as functions of the thicknes s

of the aluminium absorber.

Most frequent deflections
Fig

Thecovering thickness'.
In vacuum 1 mm argon mamedium in mglem 2

al

	

a2 a l a2

m
Be 0 .13 13 .0+0.3 13 .9+0.3 9 .5+0.3 8 .8 ± O .J th
Al 0 .07 12.7+0.3 14.0+0.5 9 .5+0.3 8 .71 0 .3

w
Ag 0 .18 12 .2+0.3 13 .1 +0.3 9 .5+0.4 8 .710, 4

none 0 11 .8+0.3 13 .0+0.5 9.2+0.3 8,7±03 3 .00

none 0 11 .6 10.6 12 .9 10.6 su

none 2 0 11 .8-}=0 .3 . 12 .6 10.4 9 .3+0.3 ,w
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In argon at a pressure of 0 .5 mm the equilibrium charge

will be reached on a path of the order of magnitude 1 cm, a s

may be deduced from Fig. 10 . In respect to velocity decreas i

this length corresponds to about 0 .001 mg/cm2 Al . Henc e

may be expected that equilibrium is reached for much thie -

ner layers than those used here ; in view of this and of th

rather small difference in charge no attempt was mad e

determine 2 1 .
Since all the three stopping materials used were metals th e

question might arise whether the charge in insulators is the sain e

or not. Some information may be obtained by comparing i h

curves in Fig . 15 a with a measurement performed with a m :i

sheet of thickness 0 .47 mg/cm 2 placed in front of the uraniu m

layer (triangles in the figures) as well as with earlier measur e

ments with mica absorbers(9) (squares in the figure) . By ti p

comparison 1 mg/cm 2 of mica has been put equal to 1 .04 mg/c ]

of aluminium . The magnetic field had another value when til l

earlier measurements were made, but by multiplying the r, b

of the deflections obtained with and without absorbers with It o

deflection now obtained for uncovered uranium we get 1 1

square points . Corrections of the abscissae have been introduce s

because the fragments penetrate the absorbers more aliquot)

in the present experiments than earlier . According to the curie

in Fig. 12 we might expect a slightly higher charge in mica th

in aluminium, since mica contains a rather high amount

oxygen. As seen, the points in Fig . 15 a agree with this expectatio n

and although we cannot with certainty deduce, that the ini t

charges in mica fit with the curves in Fig . 12 it is rather likel

to assume so . At least it is a fact, that fragments with velocitie s

about 80 per cent . of the initial velocities have almost the sa i

charges in mica as in light metals .

Thus there is a large difference between the charges of fis5 1

fragments in gaseous and solid stopping media, but non e

almost none between the charges in metals and insulators .

If the charges had decreased along the range proporti u

to v the deflections would have been independent of the absorb

thicknesses . Fig. 15 a therefore shows that the decrease is slighll i

more slowly, at least for the light fragment . The same is soh '

from Fig. 15b, which gives directly the charges as function

23

the path traversed ; there the ordinates of the fulidrawn curve s
1 and 2 are proportional to vl and v2, respectively .

As seen, the curves for the two fragments intersect each other .
At the initial velocities the heavy fragment has the higher charge ,
tut after some slowing down the charges of the two fragment s
become equal (for a velocity ratio v 2 : v l = 0.66) ; after further
stopping the light fragment will have the higher charge equal t o
what is the case along the whole path in gaseous stopping media .

Chapter IV. Dependence of Charge on Gas Pressure.

§ 1 . The effect .

As is demonstrated by Figs . 10 and 11 fission fragments
emerging from a uranium layer into a gas will capture electron s
until they reach equilibrium charges ,which are much lower than
the charges in uranium . For each of the two fragments the de-
flection a reaches a minimum and then again increases slowly

with increasing pressure . Since a is proportional to e and since
m a

in is constant, the emission of neutrons from the fragments in
almost all cases taking place on the first very small fraction o f
a a, the increase of a must be due to an increase of e or a de -
crease of v. In fact, when p is increased the average velocity
along the. path inside the deflection chamber is reduced and ,
of course, at first the increase of a was considered to be a result
of. this velocity decrease . However, a closer consideration show s
that this explanation is insufficient . Looking at the curve for the
heavy fragment, for instance, we find an increase in a of 5 per
cont. when p is increased from 0 to 3 mm argon ; the averag e
velocity is 2 .2 per cent . lower for p = 3 mm argon than fo r

p = 0, as may be calculated from the dimensions of the apparatu s
and the range velocity relation . Thus, even if the charge e 2 were

constant along the path, the velocity decrease is insufficient t o
account for the observed increase of the deflection . Moreover,
from the previous it is known that e2 varies nearly proportional
to v 2. Hence, the slowing down of the fragments will cause n o

increase at all in a, and e will be constant along the path from
my
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the point where the equilibrium charge is reached . (Of cows,

we are here speaking about mean values of the charge, and t r

fluctuations are not considered . )

Although an increase in a of 5 per cent . is not very much

higher than the uncertainty the increase must be considere d

an experimental fact, in view of the circumstance, that a eb r

responding increase is found for both fragments in H 2, He, (i

A and Xe, and in case of H2 and A also for smaller velocities

The dependence of the mean charge of the fragment ions (i r

the gas pressure can be accounted for in the following wio

After a collision with a gas atom the fragment may be left i .

an excited state . If the density of the gas is high, so that the tin t

intervals between successive collisions are short, the ion n

still remain in the excited state when the next collision takes plz i

However, if the next collision occurs after the lapse of a suffrcien .,
long time, the ion will have reached its ground state by a radiatif

transition, and this leads to a reduced effective cross-section fi

loss. Hence, for low pressures the ion is expected to carry nue

electrons .
At a pressure of 3 mm argon the increase of the charge amoui i

to about one unit . At this pressure the time interval betwe i

successive interchanges of charge is of the order of magnitu e

10-11 sec . This may give a hint when estimating the magnitu
v
of the life times of the excited states in question .

2. The charges at higher pressures .

A priori very little can be said about the charges at high -

pressures, although it is obvious that the rate of increase ni l

become smaller with increasing pressure . In order to attemp t

experimental investigation measurements were carried out f

increasing values of p up to such a limit that for higher pressi n

the residual energy of fragments reaching the ionization cham l

would be too small . The resulting curves are shown in Figs, I

and 17 . It must, however, be noticed that to get the char,

corrections must be introduced, since for higher pressures i i

necessary to take into account the variation of v and the deviat ;

from proportionality between e and v. This fact together

is rather small variation in a, as compared with the uncer-
t linty, make the discussion of the curves somewhat com-
plicated .

Knowledge about the variation of 	 e with the velocity may
my

l e obtained from the measurements with a mica absorber already
mentioned ; the a-values obtained in these experiments by th e
usual extrapolation to zero pressure are summarized in Table 2 .

Though the variations of e do not amount to more than a
my

few per cent ., they are high enough to be importance . As seen, the
influence will be, just in accordance with the curves in Figs . 16 and

to increase the a-values less for the heavy fragment than
cer the light fragment, even when e did not depend on p . A close r
uasideration shows that in H 2 as well as in A e 1 and e2 are both

found to increase with p also for the higher pressures ; the in -
rease of e l is in both gases found to be slightly higher than th e

increase of e 2 , but the difference is smaller than the uncertainty .

Fig . 16 . Deflection vs. pressure in argon and oxygen .
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4 v is the corresponding decrease of the mean velocity in i I

deflection chamber. 4a,, is the increase of a when the mi n

absorber is interposed, and 4v ' is the decrease of the m, r

P
mm

without absorber with absorber
d a t,

°/e

d v
WI

`~ I I

	

inn

Ill I

	

in

i I I

	

OI

velocity °~0 a
mm

d a

°/U

4 v

° ~ 0

velocity °j° a
mm

start I mean l end start Imeanl end

H, 32 .4 100 94 89 10 .2 .

	

. .

	

. 83 75 67 10 .0 - 2 19
higher

ista
95 100 80 60 10 .9 7 14 . . 1~ ~

He 28 .5 100 9 .1 .

	

. 83 .
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90 100 . . in re a

O 2 12 .9 100 94 87 9 .9 83 76 68 9.9 0 18
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29 100 85 70 10 .1 2 9 . . . . ,: ;ILuC £

A 12 .5 100 94 88 10 .0 83 76 69 10 .6 6 1 8

34 100 83 66 10.7 7 11 . . . .
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elocity in the chamber caused by the absorber, 4 akorr, is de-

termined as 4a	 4a„ 4 v and should be that part of 4 a
4 v

which is caused by the increase of e with pressure, thus 4 akorr, °/ o
l e °/ 0 . The mean value of v equals the velocity at the mid -

point of the path in the deflection chamber ; since the magnetic
field is about 2 .5 times higher at the beginning than at the en d
of the path inside the chamber, it might be more correct in stea d
of the mean velocity to count with a velocity somewhat higher ;
this would slightly increase the values of 4 akorr .

It need hardly be mentioned, that too much stress should
l be laid on the values of A akorr, since they are not muc h

rïûtside the limits of error . However, as 4 e is found to be positiv e

in all four gases, it may be concluded that e
is positive, although

p
it is smaller than for low pressures by about a factor of 10 a s
Should also be expected .r ._ .

The light group of fragments is slowed down by the sam e
u )unt in argon at a pressure p as in hydrogen at the pressur e
1 If the pressure in the various gases is measured in corres-

üding units, defined as such pressures giving equal stopping

ver, d e
is, at high pressures, found to be higher for the

P
I` l,t than for the heavy gases . At low pressures, however, äP

n all gases nearly the same, when p is measured in such units .
ren the pressure of argon is increased from 0 to abou t

e l increases from_ 15 .5 e to 17 e, and e 2 with a similar
It . From the mentioned measurements at higher pressur e

lly be deduced that the rate of increase of e is smaller a t
pressures . It may be that the charge becomes practicall y

nt for p = 10 mm. If this is the case the total charge wil l

ver than the effective charge determined from ionizatio n
rements at about 150-300 mm A(3) . However, if th e
se of 3 per cent . for a pressure increase of 20 mm is real ,

a e
goes but slowly against zero, the charges may reac h

equal to those previously obtained for the effective- charges .
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The values of a and therefore of A a„ in Table 2 refer f:

p = O . 4 a„ might have other values at higher pressures, an

therefore further measurements were carried out with the mi o

absorber and with rather high pressures . The results of thin

experiments as well as of some of those from Figs . 16 and

are given in Table 3 . Here 4a denotes the increase of a (i

per cent .) which is obtained when p is increased from 32 i

95 mm of H 2 , or corresponding values of the other gases, all

s-
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Fig. 17 . Deflection vs . pressure in helium and hydrogen .
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